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A word from the

of Lqw House
':: ,',: :an!' - Barack Obama. In a year where we
: - seer.r hlstory in the makinE, lwould like to believe
-..

La'J/ House has etched itself further into

history No

== r:at has ever been achieved by a single individual
-::
. rius our success should be ascribed to a terrific
--2r' f,1v sincere annreciatiorr to all the Lavt House

-: ir r ttee Members for their unselfish contributions,
re Dean, Prof Christof Heyrns, and many others in the
:ac.r ty of Law for their continued support and shared
, : ronl Last, but nct least, our fellow students, who
.'e the heart and soul of l-aw House and withoui whose
:,arl c pation and support our continued success would
-r:i have been oossible

Closer to home we wanted to establish long-lasting
relationships and support systems for students and

what better way to achieve this tlan by socialising
and competing? 'The Bucket List'Rag theme
added Egyptian flair from the banks of the Nile, to
Pretoria, home of the Apies River, complete r,vith cur
own Pharaoh and Queen Cleopatra The Amazing
Race was well, amazing and our record number
of entries was testament to the growth we have
experienced over the past year. Be it a memorable
night out on the town in our fully-booked party bus,
or competing for bragging rights on our sports fields,
this year has thus far been and will remain a time
that wili live on in our memories for vears to come

Cur mission this year was to plough back into the

I trurst that each and every law student enjoyed our

community and contribute to the wellbeing of our fellow

activities as thoroughiy as we did, and we wouid like
to extend an invitation to students not yet actively
invoived to become part of the legacy of Law House

students. This rnindset resulted in numerous exciting
:rr.r iremorable events A personal highlight was our
irvolverrrent in a local orphanage where the donation

Embrace every day and every opportunity with

of blarrkets and clothing from, and interaction by our

childlike enthusiasm!

students made a significant difference to the lives of the
-oss

forlunate

In addition, law students and staff saved

rves by donating blood, thus giving the gift of life.

By Taryn Coetzee

Chairoerson: Law House
(LLB ilr)
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Give wings to your dreams

Low Foculty Festivql
During the week leading up to the Law Festival held on 27 February, the
second year architecture, landscape and interior architecture students
exhibited land art in the Law Building. The theme was 'Give wings to your
dreams/Flying'. Law students were given the opportunity to write their
dreams and ambitions on paper jets. The aim was to celebrate the Law
Building, provoke interaction between the building and its inhabitants, and to
stimulate creativity and dialogu€. This led up to the Festival, which is about
interacti'cn; sharing and. aspirationS.for a free and just society.

The Law Faculty Festival is an
annual event that seeks to bring
together the resplendent array of
talent permeating the lecture halls at
Tuks, but nevertheless lies untapped
during class-time.
This year's festival did not fail in
this regard and showcased a wealth
of talent. The elegance lent to
the proceedings by the Masters of
Ceremonies, Thato Phiri and Tiyani
Makoko, the synthesis of intellectual
force and unforgettable grace as
apparent in the poetry of Karabo
Mosienyane and the rhythmical
beats of lssachar who combines
a rap with lively, yet relaxing
backtracks, all successfully contrived
to provide compelling entertainment.
The Dean, Prof Christof Heyns,
actively participated by bringing
along his own team of music talent namely, The Outlaws - who rocked
the night away on their assortment
of guitars. lt was truly inspirational
to see the Dean taking time out of
his busy schedule to participate with

the students; something which will
hopefully motivate both students
and lecturers alike to play an active
role in affairs on campus.
The Law Festival provides a forum
to display skills that lie beyond the
pursuit of one's career only, and
serves to generate a sense of selfworth in the student - a sense that
all students can be accepted, and,
indeed, praised for their intrinsic
worth and unique abilities.
The Festivaleven boasted a Fashion
Parade a /a Armani, cultural food
stalls, henna tattooing - essentially
providing a bit of fun, allowing one
to take one's mind off the busy
academic schedule of a TuksLaw
student. Much clapping and
whistling took place during the
festivities to cheer on friends who
where participating, and just to show
genuine support.
The a cappella performance of
'Too Long in the Rain', as sung by
third year LLB student Nomholi

Mayise, requires a scholar of music,

just to begin to describe how good it
was. Her voice projected throughout
the audience in crystal-clear tones,

the beauty of her voice invoking the
entire crowd to join in. Some stood in
stunned silence... This is the kind of
occasion that the Law Festival means
to elicit - a situation where the talents
of one's classmates are made evident
for all to hear and see
By Michael Shackleton (LLB lll)
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pyromid builders...
This year's Rag theme was 'The Bucket List', which, as
you may know, deals with two terminally ill men escaping

l.r

from a cancer ward and heading off on a road trip with
a list of ten to-do's before 'kicking{he-bucket', and then
doing them. As their list included some of the wonders
of the world, Law House opted to 'travel'to Egypt, where
pharaohs - kings and rulers from pre-dynastic times
through Roman rule - reigned. lmmoftality, the'curse of
the mummy'and mythical creatures haunted
our imaginations.

a .lr
I

With the initiative and energy of the first-year
students, we got off to a quick start, spending
evenings in the Law Quad building, creating
one of our'masterpieces', 'Lazy Cleopha',
folding'blommetjies', devouring delicious
burgers sponsored by Maxi's, body painting,

i

and for an extra dose of fun, meeting a couple
of strange characters.

--/./.
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The orocession was wet and wild with Law

'jt*

,
I

House slaves and mummies pounding the
ground with feverish enthusiasm and dancing
the couple of kilometers. The night would not
have been complete without an after-party
which contributed to the success of the dav.
Big shout out
to Tourism and

Commerciifor
joining us this
year, the Faculty
of Law for the
use of their
facilities, and to
all those stark
crazy people

who assisted
with the leap
from Pretoria to
Cairo...
By

Nicolette Crous

(LLB rv)

The qbility qnd right

lo porty...

Porty bus excursion

The Amozing Rqce

ByAmanda Engelbrecht (LLB lll)

By Michael Shackleton (LLB lll)

Law House, together with McGinty's, arranged a night

An annual event organised by
Law House was once again
this year met with fervour
and mass interest. Although
a newcomer in the Faculty, it
seems that The Amazing Race
concept took off with great
speed. As in the reality show,
contestants strive to arrive first
at 'pit stops' at the end of each
leg of the race to win prizes
and to avoid coming last,
which carries the possibility

of travelling, partying and clubbing that few participants

will ever forget - at least those that did not fade early
on. The evening started off at McGinty's and swung
into motion rapidly. From there students hopped onto a
party bus - with pit stops at various pubs for the extra
thirsty. The evening's success and positive feedback
spurred Law House into arranging a similar event later
in the year. Watch this space!

of elimination or a significant

disadvantage in the following
leg.

The event began at Oom Gert's and ended much later,
where else?, at Hatfield Square. Besides consuming
biscuits laced with peanut butter and garlic, sticky
apples and other yucky-combos, swallowed down with a
beverage or two, the night ended with a karaoke danceoff between contestants - which was met with raucous
laughter. This event represented a brief moment of
relaxation prior to the intense exam period and showed
that students don't only have to compete academically,
but can compete on a whole range of levels in the spirit
of fun and lightheartedness.

Tukslow's Moolers Shine. .,
50th Philip Jessup Internotionql

Low Moot Courf ComPetition
Notionol Rounds

-

Now in its 50th year, the Philip C. Jessup lnternational
Law Moot Court Competition is the world's largest moot
court competition, with participants from over 500 law
schools in more than B0 countries. The competition is a
simulation of a fictional dispute between countries before
the International Court of Justice, the judicial organ
of the United Nations. Louis Botha and Avani Singh,
under the guidance of Lourens Grov6 participated in
the National Rounds in Cape Town towards the end of
January 2009, obtaining third place.

and Bond University from Australia. Despite this, and
the fact that at least one competitor strongly resembled
a yeti, the Tukslaw team performed admirably. The
judging at the ICCTC is always a controversial issue
- it tends to be highly subjective and can be incredibly
rigorous, but the team received some excellent feedback
and great compliments. lt is worth mentioning that the
average age of the Tukslaw team was around 20 - most
of our competitors were at least 25 and had at least one
undergraduate degree under their belts. Our team didn't
win the 2009 ICCTC - that honour fell to the fearless
Australians (who else?)- but ended up in the top third of
the field having performed incredibly well.
The competition aside, the week was full of sightseeing
and socialising with our'learned friends'from around the
world. Visits to Delft, Amsterdam, the International Court
of Justice in the Peace Palace, the International Criminal
Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, hearing a former
child soldier give evidence in the International Criminal
Court and having lunch at the South African Embassy
were all highlights.

Tukslaw was represented by Wesley Timm (LLB ll),
Octavia Pletschke (LLB ll) and Michael Dafel (LLB lV)
and was coached by Jonathan Swanepoel and Andrew
Molver, both alumniand currently serving their articles.
,

Internotionql Criminol Courf Triol
Compefition
By Jonathan Swanepoel
It may have been the mission of the Starship Enterprise
'to boldly go where no one has gone before', but the
mission of this year's participants in the International
Criminal Court Trial Competition (ICCTC)was distinctly
to go boldly where the last Tukslaw team had gone
before. You see, in December 2007, a team from
Tukslaw managed to win the inaugural ICCTC which
was held in The Hague, Netherlands, and a similar task
was placed on us this year. This year's competition,
held during February 2009 was again held in The Hague,
the'home' of international justice.

The ICCTC is an international moot court competition
(this year participants came from 14 countries) and
revolves around the law applicable in the Internattonal
Criminal Court, principally the Rome Statute. Because
the lnternational Criminal Court is such a new institution,
with relatively sparse jurisprudence, the ICCTC typically
highlights contentious issues arising out of the Rome
Statute. This year's problem raised issues around pretrial violations of the accused's rights, the jurisdiction of
the court and the extent to which victims may participate
in proceedings.

The competition was, as expected, incredibly tough
and was not helped by the fact that Tuks had a tough
draw: Yale University, the London School of Economic
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Commonweolth Moot Court
Compelifion - Tukslow outshines
the rest...
Tukslaw continued their winning streak to emerge as the
winners of the Commonwealth Moot Court Competition,
which coincided with the 16th Commonwealth Law
Conference held in Hong Kong from 5 to 9 April 2009.
The team, consisting of second year law student
Katherine Harding and third year law student lan
Learmonth, with University of Pretoria Law Clinic attorney
Lourens Grove as coach, did not only win the competition
overall, but they also obtained the highest marks in the
preliminary rounds and won all the other awards in the
Competition, namely best oralists in the preliminary and
final rounds.

than Tukslaw. In a period when questions are asked about
legal education as a whole in the country, it is reassuring to
know we can compete with the best in the world.
There are a number of factors resoonsible for the success
of our students: these include the participation of the staff
in preparing the students; the involvement of one of the
attorneys in UP's Law Clinic with coaching of the students
and making sure every new group understands the rigour
and discipline of mootrng; logistical support vrhen they
travel; and the funding made available by the facul\ tc
support participation', a delighted Prof Heyns saic

The Commonwealth Moot Competition is a 'by invitation
only' competition, with the Commonwealth inviting
the winners of regional competitions around the world
to participate. This year 11 teams from 1'1 countries
participated for the honours. The judges included Chief
Justices, eminent authors, Professors, Queen's Councils,
Judges and prominent practitioners representing the
different countries of the Commonwealth and Hong Kong.
The team from Pretoria first eliminated the team
representing the UK, then New Zealand, thereafter
Singapore and in the final round, the home team, Hong
Kong.

The competition dealt with a complicated and very
topical problem revolving around, amongst other things,
an international arms deal scandal, corruption and UK
company and procedural law. In the process of preparing
for the competition, the team had to study not only UK
and international law, but also English common law and
it's interpretations in the courts of the different countries
in the Commonwealth. The problem was described by
the judges at the competition as a particularly difficult and
complicated set of facts to research and moot on.
According to the Dean, Prof Christof Heyns, the Faculty
of Law places a strong premium on experiential learning,
for example through moots and internships. 'We want
our students to be able to be confident and competent,
and for that they need to have advocacy and research
skills, mental agility and to integrate their knowledge, to
get to the heart of a problem.
Worldwide the role of moot court competitions in legal
education is increasingly recognised, and law faculties
slso use them as a way to prove the quality of the
education they offer. We, as a faculty, took a conscious
decrsion to test our mettle in the highly competitive world
of international mooting and send our students out to
compete against the best in the world. We are delighted
by the results. lt is a bold claim to make, but I think it is
fair to say that there are few law faculties in the world
ioday with a better sustained record of achievement in
tie area of international mooting over the last year or two

The UP team (Lourens Grov6, Katherine Harding and
lan Learmonth) with the Honourable Lord Chief Justice of
England and Wales and Baron Judge, lgor Judge

Our best wishes (and expectations!) accompany our TuksLaw team, consisting of Ofentse Mothtasedi and Wesley Timm
(both serod year LLB sfudents), and coach Avani Singh (final year LLB student), who witt pafticipate in the 1}th African
Human Rrghts Moot court competition in Lagos, Nigeria during August this year. - Ed.

Abe Boiley Trqvel
Bursqry 2008
SirAbe Bailey was many things to many people - a friend,

a

l'ather, a parliamentarian, a mining entrepreneur, a horse-riding
enthusiast, a hunter, an art collector, and so on.
To me, however, the late all-rounder represents something

more, something personal - someone who nearing death,
envisaged that in order to truly learn the character of a person,
they should be taken out of their comfort zone.
was wilfully ejected from my comfort zone on 19 November
2008; as I boarded the flight to Cape Town for the three-day
orientation at the Breakwater Lodge, I could not help but think
that it was going to be three very looong weeks. I mean,
the selection criteria for the tour were, in equal proportion,
academics, culture, sport and leadership, and this definitely
ensured that many outstanding students would be on the tour,
especially as only one student is chosen per university.
I

University of North West. At this point, I need say that not
everyone on the tour was a fellow law student; it just so
happens that sharks swim together, or so the saying goes.
Upon our arrival in London we were greeted by what would
characterise the nature of English hospitality - cold and icy
conditions.
Unperturbed, we made our way to Mecklenburg Square in
central London, to what would be our home for the majority
of our stay - The Goodenough College. This college is not an
educational institution, but merely a village for students and
visiting academics who need accommodation whilst studying or
working in London. The College is within walking distance from,
amongst others, the University of London and the School for
Oriental and African Studies.

Orientation was, well, orientation, where the rules for the tour

were laid down and we also visited Robben lsland and Cape
Point.

famous by l*ondon's Bi
Something that struck me was how genuine everyone was,
and how the conversations and subsequent relationships that
developed were organic. Another thing that struck me, sadly,
was that only two people on tour were wearing spectacles; the
University of Johannesburg representative, who coincidentally
is also a law student, and l.

where we /ot to spend
time with some of its
members, as well as
various castles and
museums.

The cultural nature
We departed from Cape Town International Airport at 21:00 on
Friday the 21st of November, trying frantically to get our bags
to meet the maximum weight requirements. I managed to
meet the pilots in the cockpit and see exactly what it means to
be in command of an airplane. After meeting the pilots I made
my way to my seat where I was seated next to one of the other
bursars, who also coincidentally happened to be a law student
from the

of this tour soon
became apparent,

as we frequented numerous classical and theatrical
performances. Those that stood out included Romeo and
Juliet in Stratford-on-Avon, Les Miserables and The Lion King
on the West End.
The tour also had a strong emphasis on academics and
leadership, and included visits to the office of the Mayor of
Camden Borough, London - where we had lunch with a rather
reserved councillor, visits to Cambridge and Oxford, as well
as what I considered to be the most exciting and tension-filled
time of the tour - the 20 minute seminars.
What this entailed was a presentation by each bursar, on
any topic, for 5 minutes. The topic would then be open for a
15 minute discussion and this is where the most interesting
times arose. Each of the 17 people on the travel bursary had
their own, unique take on most topics and this proved to illicit
rigorous and robust debate. Most of the debates centred on
the role of individuals and government in alleviating problems
faced by countries. To say the least, I was challenged by the
debates and learnt a considerable amount from the other
bursars. lt was quite an experience having my preconceptions
of the state of the nation challenged and thrown upside down,
especially whilst in a foreign land.
I personally spoke about punishment. My aim was to revisit
the forms of punishment outlawed in the last 15 to 20 years namely corporal punishment in prisons and schools, as well as

Selected bursars then go on a three-day orientation tour in
Cape Town, where the Trust's offices are situated. From
there, the tour moves to the UK for three weeks, where most
of the time is spent in London, but tours to Cambridge, Oxford,
Edinburgh and the Scottish highlands also feature.
The trust provides for all expenses - yes, including 4-star hotel
accommodation at alltimes, and whilst in Cambridge, staying
at the Hilton Hotel. All theatre tickets are included; the only
thing we had to pay for was the tube in London, most of which
was optional travel during free time.
My highlights from the tour are:

o

o
o

Visiting Hillsong Church in London
Seeing the statutes of the 12 martyrs of which one,
Ms Masemola, was a South African citizen
Visiting the Churchill Cabinet War Rooms where Winston
Churchill stayed with his cabinet during times of war to plot
the UK's military strategy

o Curling in Scotland with the Brechen Curling Club
o Visiting the South African High Commission in London, and
o

having a drink (or two)with the Deputy High Commissioner
Having coffee with Andrew Feinstein, former ANC Mp and
arms deal activist.

,"

the most contentious - the death penalty. My main contention
was that a country is judged by how it treats its citizens,
especially those considered the most vulnerable and outcast.

,

That being said, an account of the tour would not be complete
without mentioning how the whole tour works.
Eighteen positions are available for which invitations to
nominate candidates are sent to 22 South African universities.
Each university will invite nominations from their students
and junior staff for the Abe Bailey Travel Bursary, so students
who are in at least their second year of study can nominate
themselves or be nominated bv others.
Nominations open towards the end of March and close in May.
Students are then short-listed and interviewed by a panel
that includes past recipients and senior members of staff.
Each university consequently nominates approximately three
students and sends their nominations to the Abe Bailey Trust
in Cape Town; the Trust then has the final sav in its choice for
the filling of the t8 available

Apart from the above highlights, it was
a pleasure meeting and developing
friendships with allthe people with
whom I went on tour. Whilst some
fellow-'touriBts' will remain close
tellow-'tourlsts'
friends fs(ever, I have no doubt that
every participant had a profound
impact on my life.

:
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The Abe Bailey Tour was truly a

blessing and an experience of
a lifetime; I would encourage
each and every student who
qualifies to apply. Yes. you
will come back 20 kilograms
heavier, but that will be
nothing in comparison with the
gravity of the experience of a
lifetime.
Thank you SirAbe,
ayoba Abes of 2008!
By

(LLB
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I can still picture the rush, the crowd, hear the noises
and smbll thei exhaust fumes coming frorn passrng

busses. This is Nairobi,-where I had the privilege of
stayi.ng for nine days On '14 April, I accompanied a
fioup of LLM students from the Centre for l-luman Rights on their Human Rights and Democratisation in
Africa programme to Kenya I can still remember the
irip as if it was yesterday .. what I would like to forget
though, is my flight to Kenya .. lf you have ever sat next
to someone who, on the face of it, looked like he was
paid for snoring, you will definitely know what I mean -

four very looong hours of sheer tofture

The purpose of the trip was to study human rights
and democratisation in Kenya, with a specific focus
on transitionaljustice during the 2007 post-electoral
violence. Just to give you a brief background so that
you know what I am talking about: Ihe 2007 electoral
'results'amounted to Mwai Kibaki being declared as
President Violence erupted in Kenya amidst claims that
the results were rigged and that Kibaki's main opponent,
Raila Odinga, was in fact the true winner Kibaki's
supporters fought with Odinga's supporters for weeks,
people were burned, women raped, men and women

as the Kenya National'FIuman Rights Commiss l
and Amnesty Iniernational, to obtain their inpL-t : political disorder in Kenya and the developmenl :'
transitionaljustice A lot still needs to be done f:. to be served for the victims of violence
Moving on to the non-depressing stuff FTcr-- .,-- :,
that we visited, even Kibera (which is the big.'..=. .
Nairobi), it is safe to say, that Kenya is a ve._ :_=-country Not just the scenery, but the peol : .: who are extremely friendly, helpful and ic::'- get me staded on traditional Kenyan cu:s r.-- -.
coconut tilapia i e fish, can take on a cca ' .
whole menu in a beat!).
I

truly hope that South Africa gets its a:

xenophobia I never experienced ar
especially because I am South Afr ca trip I have nothing but admiratior ':'
I have met. I have gained anc rea,-:-:
back with a differeni perspect r': :- '=
definitely take this experierce

.'

-.

sexually mutilated and lots of families displaced from
their homes. Amongst other, the violence was ethnically
and socially related Eventually a coalition government
,'ras formed whereby Kibaki was declared Presrdent and
Cdinga the Prime Minister.

for a few days and from the limited
"rct'vledge that I acquired whilst there, I realised that
, t cs there, just like in most countries, is nor as crear- as most people would choose to believe We had
.,,'as in Kenya

':.t

ngs with serreral purposeful organisations, such
Amanda Scribante (LLB lll) accompanied the LLM group to Rwanda. -

Ed
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Low House Sport growing in colibre!
Winter Leogue
The UP winter league commenced in the second quarter
with Law House registering six disciplines, namely soccer,

{'

:
d

:',3

I Doy

netball (defending champs), rugby (2008 silver medallst),
squash, tennis, and for the first time, a men's field hockey
team. All sport teams have been performing well and more
Tukslaw students are encouraged to take part in these
initiatives... as we would like to qive the residences a
run for their money.

By Kennedy Haraseb (LLB lll)
The Sport portfolio kicked the year off on a high note with
the Soccer and Netball Day on 20 February at L C De Villiers.
Competing for the laurels were Law House, day houses and
residences, resulting in more than 20 teams competing in
both disciplines. The stakes were high as law students had
to prove that their skills are not limited to advocacy and
drafting, but that they were equally welltalented on the
sport field. On the netball court Tukslaw's 'Flying Fairies'
flew off with the gold (dust), whilst Ella's team had to be
content with the second soot.
Soccer matches were played seven-a-side and the final
match was a close encounier between Tukslaw and the
Engineering Faculty, the latter being crowned gold medalist
with a convincing 3 - 1 victory. Special thanks to the most
loyal supporter of Law House Spor1, Red Bull, for
sponsoring the event!

Edifors' Note
ln thisissue, yve commend those who have participated
in allthe Faculty's activities Well done! You have
managed to turn your dreams into reality, and watched
them take flight into the vast space of imagination and
exhilaration.

Everyone has dreams and goals - keep them close and
nuriure them, even when it see/zs as if the study room
walls are closing in on you. But take heed - a goal is a
dream with a deadlinel

Blood, q necessity for life
By LechaniWotho (LL-B lll)

On 16 April, Law House hosted a blood donation drive,
which was held in our Faculty and facilitated by ihe
South African National Blood Association (SANBA).
Now, when it comes to this sort of thing, those scared
of needles are bound to react. You know, the "Oh, I am
so terrified of blood!' or 'Sorry, it is against my religion'
(Yeah, right Pete!), or'Not today, but definitely next time'
Truth is, we all need each other. Just as we cannor
survive without food, water and oxygen, we cannot
survive without blood! A warm-blooded thanks to all
who took the time and effort to donate.
Th s publication is produced on environment friendly paper, in

support of global efforts encouraging sustainable afforestation
Hierdie publikasie is gedruk op omgewingsvriendelike papier

Editors: Nicolette Crous and Elzet Hurler.

ter ondersteuning van globale pogings vrr volgehoue

Tel: (012) 420 2924 Email: elzet.hurter@up.ac.za
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